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“You are such a cutie Messa.  Thanks so much for being so strong for me.”

The Trolkin grunted and adjusted the wooden box containing four 12lb
howitzer shells on his shoulder.  Dotti had thanked him in increasingly irritating
fashion for the last three hours.  He honestly did not know what males saw in
her.  He owed her though for that time with the powder keg and the three
Gnomes so here we was.  That and Obidiah was fond of her and you did not go
against the General oh no.

“Nearly there.  That bugger will rue the day he left me at the dirt alter.  Nice of Pog to tag
along too.  He is a sweetie.”

Showing a mouth of broken and yellowed teeth Mahone grinned.  Dotti was nice
to be nice to after all.

“Get those boom booms to Gutrorc’s tent and light the fuzes.  Nice and quietly mind and not
like on the mattress eh.”

The trio could see several Orcs, the worse for wear, staggering about and beyond
them the tent.  It was time for some payback.  A lady had been wronged.

THE SCENARIO OBJECTIVES AND FORCES

This micro scenario is placed in Catalucia and you must possess a 3rd edition
game book and be familiar with the game mechanics. The objectives in this
scenario are different for the two sides.

Obidiahs Deserter Army
Use the 5006 Obidiahs Army booklet HERE to download for characters Dotti
Bonkins, Messa Gruga and Pog Mahone.  Use their special rules and Dotti is the
section leader.  You win if you manage to deliver a case of shells to the tent of
the git Orc officer.  Messa Gruga is carrying it.  Any other result is a loss.

Orcs of Albion
Playing as this side you are covering for your letch and drunkard of an officer.
Four Orc Dragoons armed with Standard Carbines and Swords.  Two Average,
two Raw.  You are all rather hung over and thus are just meandering about
unaware of danger.  If you stop the Deserters blowing up Captain Gutrorc in his
tent you win.  Any other result is a loss.

THE SET UP & GAME CONDITIONS

The scenario takes place on a square playing area which is half standard size at
three feet (90cm) by three feet (90cm) which is best suited to a flat table. This
scenario takes places on dry dirt ground baked in the sun.  There are a dozen or
so randomly scattered rock outcrops and a single tent at the eastern end of the
playing area.  Setting up your miniatures as follows.

The Orcs of Albion begin within 15cm of the tent and not within 10cm of each
other.  The Deserters are at the western edge of the playing area within 5cm of
each other.

This scenario is not time dependant it will end if one side or the other has
obvious victory or defeat.  At the end of the game refer to the victory conditions
to decide a winner. The present conditions of this scenario are as follows.
During the whole time of this scenario it is daylight early morning.

SCENARIO SPECIAL CONDITIONS

Almost all Flintloque scenarios go a little beyond the normal game play
mechanics and these are known as Scenario Special Conditions. You must
implement the mechanics here alongside those in the game book.  Where they
overlap the mechanics of the scenario take president position.

Tents and Shells:  The offending Orc officer is drunk and insensible asleep in
the tent and will not leave it. He plays no part in the action. The case of shells
must be placed within 5cm of the tent.  Any character moving the case (who is
not Messa Gruga) can do so at 50% of their normal rate and may not run.

Hungover Orcs:  The silent player takes the role of the Dragoons and they are
the worse for wear. They only move at walk pace and each time roll a D12 clock
face from front of miniature for the direction.  They may leave the playing area,
but they will avoid obstacles.  They only see an enemy if within 15cm and if they
do then all four Orcs see the enemy.  They will then act as normal but will suffer
-10% to shooting accuracy and -1 in melee due to the hangover.

SOLO PLAY CONDITIONS

This scenario is for one player. As the Deserters sneak towards the tent (or shoot
their way in if they like) the silent player patrols the Orc Dragoons.  Follow the
rules given and if alerted they will behave as Aggressive in the 5025 War in
Catalucia book on solo play.

RECOMMENDED CODES

This micro scenario needs few miniatures. Deserter Army codes
5006C,5006D,5006P and 54055 or 54013 Orc Dragoons from the Army of
Greate Britorcn.   You can also use some of our 28mm Napoleonic Scenics for
the tent as seen in the pictures in this scenario.   5025 War in Catalucia and the
free booklet too.
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https://orcsinthewebbe.co.uk/index.php/supported-games/flintloque/the-flintloque-archive/765-obidiahs-army-character-booklet-2021
https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/obidiahs-army-of-deserters
https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/greate-britorcn-army-all-nations
https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/greate-britorcn-army-all-nations
https://www.alternative-armies.com/collections/napoleonique-terrain

